
A Lexicon of ‘Brzezinski-isms’

Brzezinski testifies against himself
by Scott Thompson

In last week’s Feature, Lyndon LaRouche warned that, if
the insane geopolitical doctrines of Carter National Security
Adviser Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski are imposed on an increas-
ingly weakened President William Clinton, the consequences
will be the greatest global conflagration in modern times.
Brzezinski, who counts among his leading political offspring
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, the self-described
“Xena Warrior Princess” of the Clinton administration’s Prin-
cipals Committee, has done the world a favor, by putting pen
to paper and spelling out his zany geopolitical views in a
booklength diatribe, The Grand Chessboard: American Pri-
macy and Its Geostrategic Imperatives (New York: Basic
Books, 1997). To save our readers the agony of a full reading
of Brzezinski’s incompetent ravings, we provide a lexicon of
the ideas presented in his chessboard fantasy.

A goofy Anglo-American imperial model
With the collapse of the Soviet Union and emergence of

a prostrate Russia, what Brzezinski calls “The Black Hole,”
he starts his discourse on “Superpower Politics” by stating
that the United States, as the sole surviving superpower in the
post-Cold War world, has a window of opportunity of some
10-20 years to assert its control over all of Eurasia. “Ever
since the continents started interacting politically,” writes
Brzezinski, “some 500 years ago, Eurasia has been the center
of world power. . . .

“The last decade of the twentieth century has witnessed a
tectonic shift in world affairs. For the first time ever, a non-
Eurasian power has emerged not only as the key arbiter of
European power relations, but also as the world’s paramount
power. The defeat and collapse of the Soviet Union was the
final step in the rapid ascendance of a Western Hemispheric
power, the United States, as the sole and, indeed, thefirst truly
global power. Eurasia, however, retains its geopolitical im-
portance.”

“For America” after the Cold War, Brzezinski adds, “the
chief prize is Eurasia.”

Looking for a model in the first part of his book for the
sort of “hegemony” that the United States currently projects
over Eurasia, Brzezinski eschews Pax Romana and Rule Bri-
tannia for a goofy model: “To find a somewhat closer analogy
to today’s definition of a global power, we must turn to the
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remarkable phenomenon of the Mongol Empire. Its emer-
gence was achieved through an intense struggle with major
and well-organized opponents. Among those defeated were
the kingdoms of Poland and Hungary, the forces of the Holy
Roman Empire, several Russian and Rus’ principalities, the
Caliphate of Baghdad, and later, even the Sung dynasty of
China.”

Making love to a corpse
While Brzezinski’s book has probably sold more copies

in Russia, where the elites are trying to figure out U.S.
strategy, it is worth recalling that Brzezinski is in reality a
British asset, trained by William Yandell Elliott, a Nashville
Agrarian and Cecil Rhodes “Roundtable” tout who also
trained Brzezinski’s sibling rival, self-confessed British
agent Sir Henry Kissinger (KCMG). Unlike Kissinger, who
was given a knighthood usually reserved for leading mem-
bers of the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office,
Brzezinski has been more covert in his Anglophilism. In
The Grand Chessboard, Brzezinski goes out of his way to
camouflage the current British role as the “back-seat driver”
behind the worst policies of those such as Vice President
Al Gore, Jr. and Secretary of State “Madmeddling” Albright.

In The Grand Chessboard, which always speaks of U.S.
“geopolitical” interests, Brzezinski dismisses as irrelevant
the ongoing manipulation by an Anglo-American cabal, in
which the British “Venetian Party” is the dominant intellec-
tual force shaping the issues that confront traditional Ameri-
can institutions. According to Brzezinski, Britain today oc-
cupies a special place as a U.S. ally, but it is a “retired”
geostrategic player:

“In contrast, Britain is not a geostrategic player. It has
fewer major options. It entertains no ambitious vision of
Europe’s future, and its relative decline has also reduced its
capacity to play the traditional role of European balancer.
Its ambivalence regarding European unification and its at-
tachment to a waning special relationship with America,
have made Great Britain increasingly irrelevant insofar as
the major choices confronting Europe’s future are concerned.
London has largely dealt itself out of the European game. . . .

“Great Britain, to be sure, still remains important to
America. It continues to wield some degree of global influ-
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ence through the Commonwealth, but it is neither a restless
major power, nor is it motivated by an ambitious vision. It
is America’s key supporter, a very loyal ally, a vital military
base, and a close partner in critically important intelligence
activities. Its friendship needs to be nourished, but its policies
do not call for sustained attention. It is a retired geostrategic
player, resting on its splendid laurels, largely disengaged
from the great European adventure in which France and
Germany are the principal actors.”

According to Brzezinski, Britain is above reproach in
terms of the dangerously “geopolitical” doctrines that
“Americans” like himself have been peddling increasingly
of late, being content to maintain what it can of the “special
relationship” with the United States and play with its Com-
monwealth—the euphemism for the British Empire today.

In the footsteps of Adolf Hitler
When discussing the history of geopolitics, Brzezinski

lets his guard down. What he calls geopolitics is a variant
upon the Mackinder/Hitlerian quackery that, in the hands of
the Prince of Wales—later King Edward VII—underlay
World War I. Ultimately, this doctrine was conduited,
through Anglophile circles such as the “Wagner Kreis” (i.e.,
Houston Stewart Chamberlain and the Wagner Circle) and the
mystic Thule Society, of which German geopolitician Karl
Haushofer had been a member, into the pages of Hitler’s Mein
Kampf, as a prelude to World War II.

At the start of the section “Geopolitics and Geostrategy,”
Brzezinski observes: “Napoleon once said that to know a
nation’s geography was to know its foreign policy.”

Elsewhere in this section, he remarks: “Until recently, the
leading analysts of geopolitics have debated whether land
power was more significant than sea power and what specific
region of Eurasia is vital to gain control over the entire conti-
nent. One of the most prominent, Harold Mackinder, pion-
eered the discussion early this century with his successive
concepts of the Eurasian ‘pivot area’ (which was said to in-
clude all of Siberia and much of Central Asia) and, later, of
the Central-East European ‘heartland’ as the vital spring-
boards for the attainment of continental domination. He popu-
larized his heartland concept by the famous dictum:

“Who rules East Europe commands the Heartland;
“Who rules the Heartland commands the World-Island;
“Who rules the World-Island commands the world.
“Geopolitics was also invoked by some leading German

political geographers to justify their country’s ‘Drang nach
Osten’ [“Drive to the East”], notably by Karl Haushofer
adapting Mackinder’s concept to Germany’s strategic needs.
Its much-vulgarized echo could also be heard in Adolf Hitler’s
emphasis on the German people’s need for ‘Lebensraum’ ”
[“living space”].

One suspects that Brzezinski is even more aware than he
lets on of how Mackinder’s geopolitics permeated various
British channels, to Karl Haushofer, and thence to the
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marcher-lord Hitler.
It is therefore little short of astounding that Brzezinski

offers to present a post-modern version of the Mackinder/
Haushofer geopolitical doctrine, since it places him histori-
cally in the footsteps of Hitler’s geostrategic doctrine.

Clearly, Brzezinski’s hatred of Russia is much more moti-
vated by his being a British asset, than by his background as
heir to the lesser Polish nobility, that suffered so deeply from
these “geopolitical theories.”

The ‘Survivors’ Club’
Brzezinski glosses through Russian foreign policy think-

ing, from the “Westernizers’ ” design for a strategic partner-
ship with the United States, to building alliances with the
“Near Abroad,” to a semi-mystical doctrine known as “Eur-
asianism,” laughing up his sleeve at the failure of these doc-
trines.

However, Brzezinski is crystal clear throughout his book
that China and Russia, especially, must not be allowed to
combine forces, thereby becoming a global power sufficiently
strong to expel the United States from its post-Cold War
“prize” of Eurasia. The alliance of China, Russia, and India
that is coming into being based on Lyndon LaRouche’s
“Grand Design” for Eurasian integration through massive in-
frastructure projects such as the Eurasian Land-Bridge, what
the Chinese refer to as the “New Silk Road,” is, for Brzezinski,
the number-one danger. This demonstrates that he does not
represent traditional “American System,” republican eco-
nomic thought, because an equivalent of the Land-Bridge
conception had originally been proposed by Henry Carey in
his role as chief economist to President Abraham Lincoln.
Lincoln was assassinated by a British conspiracy, once Brit-
ain’s efforts to divide and conquer the United States with the
fratricidal Civil War had failed.

Writes Brzezinski: “In early 1996, President [Boris]
Yeltsin replaced his Western-oriented foreign minister [An-
drei] Kozyrev, with the more experienced but also orthodox
former Communist international specialist Yevgeni Prima-
kov, whose long-standing interest has been Iran and China.
Some Russian commentators speculated that Primakov’s ori-
entation might precipitate an effort to forge a new ‘anti-
hegemonic’ coalition, formed around the three powers with
the greatest geopolitical stake in reducing America’s pri-
macy in Eurasia. Some of Primakov’s initial travel and com-
ments reinforced that impression. Moreover, the existing
Sino-Iranian connection in weapons trade, as well as the
Russian inclination to cooperate in Iran’s efforts to increase
its access to nuclear energy seemed to provide a perfect fit
for closer political dialogue and eventual alliance. The result
could, at least theoretically, bring together the world’s most
militant Islamic power, and the world’s most populated and
powerful Asian power, thereby creating a potential coali-
tion. . . .

“Moreover, China would be the senior partner in any



serious Russian effort to jell such an ‘anti-hegemonic’ coali-
tion. Being more populous, more industrious, more innova-
tive, more dynamic, and harboring some potential territorial
designs on Russia, China would inevitably consign Russia
to the status of a junior partner, while at the same time
lacking the means (and probably any real desire) to help
Russia overcome its backwardness. Russia would thus be-
come a buffer between an expanding Europe and an expan-
sionist China.”

Elsewhere in his book, Brzezinski repeats this warning
that China must not be allowed to become a global power
in league with Russia: “A geostrategic issue of crucial impor-
tance is posed by China’s emergence as a major power. The
most appealing outcome would be to co-opt a democratizing
and free-marketing China into a larger Asian regional frame-
work of cooperation. But suppose China does not democra-
tize but continues to grow in economic and military power?
A ‘Greater China’ may be emerging whatever the desires
and calculations of its neighbors, and any effort to prevent
that from happening could entail an intensifying conflict
with China. Such a conflict could strain American-Japanese
relations—for it is far from certain that Japan would want
to follow America’s lead in containing China—and could
therefore have potentially revolutionary consequences for
Tokyo’s definition of Japan’s regional role, perhaps even
resulting in the termination of the American presence in the
Far East. . . .

“Potentially, the most dangerous scenario would be a
grand coalition of China, Russia, and perhaps Iran, an ‘anti-
hegemonic’ coalition united not by ideology but by comple-
mentary grievances. It would be reminiscent in scale and
scope of the challenge posed by the Sino-Soviet bloc, though
this time China would likely be the leader and Russia the
follower. Averting this contingency, however remote it may
be, will require a display of U.S. geostrategic skill on the
western, eastern, and southern perimeters of Eurasia simulta-
neously.”

Thus, Brzezinski defines the emerging “Survivors’ Club”
as the single most dangerous “geopolitical” force which those
who desire to dominate Eurasia might encounter. Once again,
Brzezinski allies himself with the British “Club of the Isles,”
that emerged out of two world wars, that were instigated by a
treasonous Anglo-American Tory plot—e.g., financing Hit-
ler’s imposition upon a prostrate Germany by E.H. Harriman,
Sir George Bush’s father, Prescott Bush, and Montagu Nor-
man, Governor of the Bank of England—in order to halt pre-
cisely such integration of Eurasia around true global eco-
nomic development as the Land-Bridge conception.

NATO expansion, and China
Despite Russia’s justifiable objections, Brzezinski repeat-

edly stresses that the expansion of NATO as a defensive alli-
ance after the Cold War, to include the former glacis of the
Soviet Union, is of the utmost importance. Eventually, he
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argues, starting from “the Democratic Bridgehead” of Eu-
rope, NATO ought to expand, via Poland, and thence Ukraine,
to the very border of a much reduced Russia. Here is one
example of this proposal:

“Ultimately at stake in this effort is America’s long-range
role in Europe. A new Europe is still taking shape, and if that
new Europe is to remain geopolitically a part of the ‘Euro-
Atlantic’ space, the expansion of NATO is essential. Indeed,
a comprehensive U.S. policy for Eurasia as a whole will not
be possible if the effort to widen NATO, having been
launched by the United States, stalls and falters. That failure
would discredit American leadership; it would shatter the
concept of an expanding Europe; it would demoralize the
Central Europeans; and it could reignite currently dormant or
dying Russian geopolitical aspirations for Central Europe.
For the West, this would be a self-inflicted wound that would
mortally damage the prospects for a truly European pillar in
any eventual Eurasian security architecture; and for America,
it would thus be not only a regional defeat but a global defeat
as well.”

Thus, to gain a “bridgehead” up to the border of Russia,
Brzezinski is prepared to pursue NATO expansion and out-
of-area deployments, whatever the potential danger, espe-
cially in light of his other containment policies toward Russia,
of pushing the globe in the direction of World War III.

In a section on “The Far Eastern Anchor,” Brzezinski
insists that China, with which President Clinton has pro-
claimed a “constructive strategic partnership,” must not be
allowed to emerge as a “global power,” but must be contained
as a “regional power.” Because, he lies, ultimately the Chi-
nese wish to seek revenge against the United States: “China’s
principal objection to America relates less to what America
actually does than to what America currently is and where it
is. America is seen by China as the world’s hegemon, whose
very presence in the region, based on its dominant position in
Japan, works to contain China’s influence.”

Brzezinski suggests that access to energy and food is
China’s Achilles’ heel, that can be used as a weapon to prevent
China from becoming a truly “global power.”

Cecil Rhodes-style grab of Central Asian oil
Brzezinski devotes an entire chapter to a modern-day ver-

sion of a Cecil Rhodes-style raw materials grab of the large
oil and gas reserves in Central Asia. According to Brzezinski,
these petroleum-based resources must be under sufficient An-
glo-American control, so that they can be denied to Russia
and China in particular:

“In Europe, the word ‘Balkans’ conjures up images of
ethnic conflicts and great-power regional rivalries. Eurasia,
too, has its ‘Balkans,’ but the Eurasian Balkans are much
larger, more populated, even more religiously and ethnically
heterogeneous. They are located within the central zone of
global instability . . . and that embraces portions of southeast-
ern Europe, Central Asia and parts of South Asia, the Persian



Gulf area, and the Middle East.
“The Eurasian Balkans form the inner core of that large

oblong . . . and they differ from its outer zone in one particu-
larly significant way: they are a power vacuum. . . .

“The Eurasian Balkans . . . are of importance from the
standpoint of security and historical ambitions of at least three
of their most immediate and more powerful neighbors,
namely, Russia, Turkey, and Iran with China also signaling
an increasing interest in the region. But the Eurasian Balkans
are infinitely more important as a potential economic prize:
an enormous concentration of natural gas and oil reserves
located in the region, in addition to important minerals, in-
cluding gold. . . .

“The momentum of Asia’s economic development is al-
ready generating massive pressures of the exploration and
exploitation of new sources of energy, and the Central Asian
region and the Caspian Sea basin, are known to contain re-
serves of natural gas and oil that dwarf those of Kuwait, the
Gulf of Mexico, or the North Sea.”

Noting that Central Asia not only represents at present a
“power vacuum,” but also that each of those countries “suffers
from serious internal difficulties,” Brzezinski, who must
know that the British are the principal “stakeholders” on these
riches through their dominance within the oil multinationals,
maps out how to deny any access to this raw materials fortune
by Russia, especially.

Enlarging the ‘Arc of Crisis’
In the second chapter, entitled “The Eurasian Chess-

board,” Brzezinski puts forward a vision of a “global-zone of
percolating violence,” that can be skillfully manipulated to
stop Eurasian integration. This plan is larger in scope than his
earlier “Arc of Crisis” doctrine, that had been based on a plan
of British agent Bernard Lewis, according to which he gave
U.S. support to the Afghansi to create a “Vietnam War” crisis
for the Soviet Union in Afghanistan.

According to a map of this region in The Grand Chess-
board, this zone of “percolating violence” includes all of Cen-
tral Asia, extending westward to include Turkey, northward
to include southern Russia, and eastward to touch upon the
western borders of China. It includes the entire Middle East,
where Brzezinski claims it is imperative for the United States
to retain control, especially in the critical Persian Gulf. And,
the zone extends eastward to include Afghanistan and Paki-
stan, up to the latter’s border with India.

Consonant with the British imperial “Great Game,”
Brzezinski argues that skillful manipulation of this “global-
zone of percolating violence” can be used to halt Russia from
becoming an imperial power once again: “To what extent
should Russia be helped economically—which inevitably
strengthens Russia politically and militarily. . . ?” writes
Brzezinski. “Can Russia be both powerful and a democracy
at the same time? . . . If it becomes powerful again, . . . will it
not seek to regain its lost imperial domain, and can it then be
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both an empire and a democracy? . . .
“Internal Russian recovery is essential to Russia’s democ-

ratization and eventual Europeanization. But any recovery of
its imperial potential would be inimical to both these objec-
tives.”

Hence, by manipulating this “global-zone of percolating
violence,” which happens to be a raw-materials-wealthy re-
gion, Brzezinski proposes to further contain and weaken
Russia.

It is clear, based on reading The Grand Chessboard “geo-
political” lunacy from the perspective of Lyndon LaRouche’s
Eurasian Land-Bridge for the integration of the United States
in strategic partnership with Franklin Roosevelt’s World War
II allies—i.e., China and Russia—that anyone in policymak-
ing circles insane enough to lend credence to Brzezinski’s
nonsense has endorsed a fast track toward World War III. As
LaRouche made clear in his Feature on “Mad Brzezinski’s
Chessboard,” every time the Anglo-American Tory traitors
have faced a depression collapse, they have sought to protect
their global dominance by starting a war. The Grand Chess-
board by Zbigniew Brzezinski is a blueprint for how to start
such a war, which would plunge the majority of mankind
(perhaps leaving only the Chinese component of the Survi-
vors’ Club relatively unscathed) into a New Dark Age for
generations to come.
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